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Summary:

A description is given of a method for calculating the penetra-

tion and energy deposition of gamma radiation, based on Monte

Carlo techniques. The essential feature is the application of the

exponential transformation to promote the transport of penetrating

quanta and to balance the steep spatial variations of the source

distributions which appear in secondary gamma emission problems.

The estimated statistical errors in a number of sample problems,

involving concrete shields with thicknesses up to 500 cm, are

shown to be quite favorable, even at relatively short computing

times. A practical reactor shielding problem is also shown and

the predictions compared with measurements.
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1. Introduction

Most standard methods, presently used for routine analysis

of radiation shields with regard to biological dose rates and radia-

tion heating caused by gamma-rays released in fission, neutron

capture, or inelastic scattering, rely on the buildup concept to

account for the migration of the collided radiation component

(e. g. refs (1), (2) ). The Taylor form (3) of the buildup factor

is the used, permitting convenient integration of flux contribu-

tions from the whole domain of distributed gamma sources. The

precision of these methods is, however, often unsatisfactory,

especially in hetei'ogenous problems.

At least one method exists, however, which can perform

very accurate calculations on the energy-dependent photon

transport in laminated shields, i. e. by direct numerical inte-

gration of the Boltzmann equation (in spherically symmetric geo-

metry) but this is at the expense of rather long computing times

which appear to be prohibitive for production calculations in

shield design (4).

The aim of the work to be described here is to produce a

routine method, analysing the transport of gamma radiation from

distributed sources in shields without the use of buildup factors,

but retaining tha' advantage of consuming relatively short computing

times. The Monte Carlo technique was chosen as the basis for

such a method. The problems that would be tackled by the proce-

dure, in question, are of the nature of deep penetration problems,

and it is a well-known fact that direct analog random walk simu-

lation is then unsuitable. Therefore, some efficient biasing and

scoring techniques have been applied to obtain an acceleration of

the convergence. In spite of this, it has been possible to make

the method independent of the intuition of the user (which is rather

unusual for this type of approach).
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The method has been programmed for the Ferranti Mer-

cury computer and translation to FORTRAN to facilitate its

use on the IBM 7 090 is under way.

2. Theoretical basis of the melaod

2. 1. The exponential transformation

An important feature of the calculation procedure, now to

be described, is the application of the so-called exponential

transformation, the idea of which was brought up by Kahn (5),

although, to the author 's knowledge, no direct exploitation of

this approach has ever appeared.

We start out by writing down the one-dimensional transport

equation in plane geometry.

> \ z) -

• C(E\u/; E,«u, z)dE1dcot + SfE.w.z) (1)

with conventional notation and introduce the substitution (or "ex-

ponential transformation")

u,z) = i*(E,w, z) e" c z (2)

c being an arbitrary parameter. (For generality, it should be

stated that c may be a function of E and u>. ) We insert (2) into

(1), multiply through by e , and obtain the trans for med

transport equation

C(E',uil;E,co, z) dE'dc' + S(E,«», z) eCz (3)
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Identifying the coefficient of | as the transformed total cross -

-section, we define

2*(E,w,z) = £(E, z) - we (4)

which is now a quantity with directional dependence. If c is

positive and smaller than 2, L has a lower value for positive

than for negative values of w, and consequently, forward direc-

ted motion of photons is favored.

The first two factors in the integrand of eq. (l) represent

the collision density per unit solid angle and energy at the phase

space point (E',oo', z). In the transformed equation, (2), this

quantity should read

(5)

and hence, to reach formal agreement between equations (1)

and (3). we alter the collision kernel according to

C*(E>';E,«>,Z) = ^ ^ l ' ' ^ ) C(EV;E,«,z) (6)

The last formal substitution to be made is

S*(E,«,z) = S(E,«,z) eCZ (7)

bringing the transformed transport equation (8) to complete

analogy with eq. (1):

C*(El,«w';E,w, z)dE1duut + S*(E,*«, z) (8)
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It should be noted that the derivation, so far, is quite general

in the sense that it is not specialized to Monte Carlo applica-

tions.

In the type of problem, to which this procedure is to be

applied in the present work, S(E,o>, z) will generally follow the

approximately exponential decrease of the neutron fJux. This

may imply source variations of the order of 10 or more

between the inner and outer boundaries of a reactor shield, in

straight-forward sampling of photon birth-places from the un-

altered distribution S(E,u>,z), only the innermost parts of the

shield could contribute to the results. When starting a reasonable

number of, say, 10000 sample photons in a Monte Carlo analysis,

on the average only one photon would be released from the outer

two thirds of the shield. Such a rather undesirable situation can

now be remedied by selecting a suitable value of the exponential

parameter c and sampling from the altered distribution of

eq- (7).

The transformation of the collision kernel requires some

additional consideration. The easiest way of sampling from the

transformed distribution C* is by selecting values of E and UJ

from the unaltered kernel C, and multiplying the photon weight

T y-
by the factor —^ ~ _ ——. This is in formal analogy with the

*)way in which particle absorption can be treated to avoid early

break-off of histories, i. e. multiplying the weight by the "sur-

vival factor" — . We shall, however, elaborate the pro-

cedure somewhat further.

We notice that the weighting factor — is always less than

unity for negative values of <*>', reaching its minimum in the

straight backward direction. This trend provides a convenient

basis for impeding backward motion of photons. When u><0, a

*) We do not distinguish between particles and quanta!



game of Russian Roulette is played with a probability of sur-

viving equal to -—, leaving the weight unaltered in case of
At

success.

Also the opposite situation, '.. e. positive values of w\ de-

serves further attention. It is evident that, ior values of ~g~"

close to unity, the weighting factor -g* in ay attain uncomfortably

high values. This may be avoided by the technique of splitting,

i. e. if the weighting factor exceeds a certain maximum, M,

the photon is split into a number, N, of photons such that

N
M

(9)

where the brackets denote the integral part. The N photons
v /fe I 1

each receive the reduced weighting iactor =r» / hs*,- TJ > which

is close to M. A suitable value of M is of the order of 1 to 10.

This technique for weight reduction by splitting has the advantage

of creating ''latent" photons in forward directions, thus increa-

sing the accuracy in the calculation of transmitted intensities.

It was not included in the Mercury version, due to the fact that

the fast, core memory is not large enough to permit storage of

the additional information about the latent photons.

An alternative, way of performing splitting is most often

used, namely, to produce N "subparticles" plus, with proba-
T. 1 F T l]

bility, -=rj • — - •— • j~?\ , one more. The latter procedure is,

however, inferior to the one described above as it introduces

an additional and unnecessary variance into the results.

2. 2. The handling of negative <" ross -sections

.As noted above., the exponential transformation has the

double advantage of levelling out too steep source distributions

as weJl as enhancing outward-directed motion of the particles.
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It may happen that the promotion of the first mentioned effect

requires such values of the parameter c as wouJd turn Z, nega-

tive. Formally, a negative cross-section corresponds to crea-

tion, instead of absorption, of particles. We see this by adding

a term aJ*(E,o>, z) (a is an arbitrary function) to both membra

of eq. (8).

i I*l- + (a + z*) i* = f(a + 2*) i * - ~ ^ C* dE' <W + a§*+ S* (10)
7, j a + /<

The term al corresponds to a fission source and can be re-

written

(11)
'fiss

where "<£f. _ " is the "fission cross-section". The quantity

-77=: n- may be considered as the average number of particles
fiss

emitted per fission and the 6 -function then corresponds to the

normalized fission spectrum. Another transcription of the

transport equation is required to clarify the mathematical basis

of the random sampling procedure:

a + ST- "£r. '
nss

•C*dEld«u'+ I—r̂  rr "£ f . " ^ ( E 1 - E,o>' -cO)dE'du»!+ S* (12)
J Zfiss i i s s

Our "fission spectrum" simply indicates that the fission partic-

les are created with the energy and direction of the particLe

initiating this process.
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In the Monte Carlo scheme it is possible to fix the number

of fission particles to unity and carry the quantity -—p? n~
fiss

along as a weighting factor. This may prove to be unfavorable,

however, if 77=— H~ * s large, as large weights often produce
f i s s

large variances. The two parametrical functions "2, . " and a
ii s s

may be used to make fission processes more or less frequent

and to adjust, correspondingly, the number of fission particles.

In trial runs it was found that the technique of introducing a

fission process to avoid negative cross-sections was not very

successful. Very large variances were introduced due to the

random character of the "pile-up" of successive fission pro-

cesses.

We shall now describe an alternative method of dealing with

negative cross-sections which, at first sight, is completely

different from the one just discussed. The basic technique of

importance sampling can be used to alter the original distribu-

tion of distances between collision points, 3.11 effect which we

shall now exploit. Let us write che probability density function

for unaltered sampling of path lengths, x

(13)

where 2 is the "natural" total macroscopic cross-section. We

define an altered probability density function

(14)

with a new total cross-section E Following the principle of

importance sampling, we may select a path-length X from f,

and compensate this deviation from nature by a weighting factor

y:— carried along luring the continued Jife history of
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the particle. It may be mentioned that the whole formalism of

the exponential transformation method may be regarded as a

series of such manipulations. A full derivation along these lines

is given in Appendix I. ]n our problem of avoiding negative cross-

-sections we rnav choose 2. = £ and 2, - -2 which permits us

to change the term 2*I*to 2*J*| in equation (8). In cases where
2f22fx

£*•< 0 the weighting factor -e has to be carried along. The

negative sign of this factor is always annihilated by the negative

sign of the simultaneous weighting factor -p», discussed above,

which may now be altered to 2 To sum up, each time Z < 0,

the absolute values of the two critical quantities 2* and -̂ -j are

taken in the sampling and an additional weighting factor e

is carried along. The quantity e is always greater than

unity and may be reduced by splitting as demonstrated in equa-

tion (9). This will improve the efficiency in obtaining deep pene-

tration results as the weight factor increases with u> and, there-

fore, more particles will be produced in more forward directions.

Again, the Mercury version of the associated computer program

does not contain this splitting device due to shortage of storage

space.

The latter technique of handling negative cross-sections is

considerably simpler and more efficient than that involving the

artificial fission process and is the one used in the final version

of the Mercury program. We shall show, now, that the simpler

technique may be actually considered as a further refinement of

the fission procedure.

As the particles produced in the artificial fission process

have the same direction and energy as the initiating particles we

should be able to make an analytical evaluation of the probability

density function distributing the distances that particles have

travelled between two "natural" collision processes through an

arbitrary number of fission p:, »cesses. The probability density
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function for inter-collision distances, with the condition that the

collision at the end-point of the path is not a fission process is

a + £ * - ' • £ „ . ••a 4- 5 T
" ( a + & ) x f i ss , , c v

following the transport equation (12).

The same quantity, but with one fission process occurring

during the flight, is equal to

p,(x) . f (a +2*)e

- o

a +
,. "e^a+2^x(a+S*- "2,.
fiss x fiss

Similarly,

P2(*) - fj T+2^¥
, -̂  i i - s
i-o

a + 2 * - "£,. . ." (x"
_____ _ _ c (a + _. - ^ r i s s > i 1 7 >

and generalizing

^ x ) = _ c v ' (a +2 - "2 f i s s") (IB)

The quantity wanted is equal to the sum of all partial

probabilities
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X / , , - , *

(*) = XL p. = e fiss e~(a +r'*)x (a + £•- n 2 v " =
\ / Z—. i-x v fiss

l-o

-(a + 2 - "E " ) x
f i S S (19)

This, as might have been expected, corresponds to the attenua-

tion by a physical medium with total cross-section (a + £*"- "J5,. ").

It now remains to evaluate the accumulated weighting factor

W(x) = ij-°- " (20)

where

which is due to the fact that the collision kernel has been changed

from that of cq. (6) to that appearing in eq. (12).

W (x) = •„ * „ • W (22)
1 ^fiss °

where the first factor arises from the multiplication in the

fission process.

In general,

fiss / fiss
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and

\—• ax - (a +iL )x
w(x) = if5 e ;_e

a +2"- »£,. •"fiss
(24)

but to be able to sample the particle flights from an unaltered

distribution of the form |S" e ' we must set, in agreement

with eq. (19),

f 1 s s % '

( S i s now a negative quantity), giving

W(x) = ~e" 2 r x (26)

This is exactly the same factor as appeared in the above applica-

tion of importance sampling to handle negative cross-sections.

The negative sign of the exponential factor drops off as before
"p y\

when - ^ is changed to

2. 3. The photon collision processes

The different processes encountered when dealing with the

collision physics of gamma quanta in radiation shielding applica-

tions are Compton scattering, electron-positron pair production,

and photo-absorption. Other types of interaction exist, but they

are of negligible importance in these connections (6). . . .
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Sampling of energy or angle from the Klein-Nishina formula

of Compton scattering is done, in our procedure, according to

a method devised by Carlson (7), quoted in (8), and analyzed

for photon energies up to 10 MeV in (9).

For the pair production process the following model was adop-

ted: One annihilation quantum of energy 0. 5 t MeV (m c ) and doubli

weight is released isotropically in the laboratory system of refe-

rence at the point of occurence of the pair production event, cf (9).

It is true that, in many practical photon transport problems, the

annihilation quanta are absorbed in the medium so near the place

where they were released, that a pair production event is almost

equivalent to termination of the trajectory. To avoid breaking off

the life history of a photon which might still contribute a great

amount of information, one may proceed in the following way: In

the energy range where pair production is possible (>-l. 02 MeV),

this process is at first neglected in the mathematical analog, and

at each collision the weight of the photon is reduced by a factor

equal to the probability for escaping pair production. The coordi-

nates of all collision points at which the incoming photon has an

energy above the pair production threshold are recorded together

with the corresponding pre-collision weight, multiplied by two

times the respective pair production probabilities. After the main

trajectory has been terminated, the "latent" photons of energy

0. 51 MoV are released isotropically at their respective points of

creation and followed until they pass a weight, energy, or spatial

limit (see below).

In dealing with photo -absorption in the Monte Carlo scheme,

one has the choice between, essentially, two different ways of

approach. The first one is by straight-forward simulation, i. e.

letting the photon die if so is decided by the sampling. This proce-

dure may lead to uneconomical break-off of histories in the same

way as in the case of pair production. The second manner of treat-
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ing photo-absorption is by multiplying the photon weight by the

absorption survival probability at each collision and neglecting

the process altogether. This alternative is the one commonly

used in deep penetration calculations and is the more efficient

of the two for neutron problems, where the number of collisions

per history is generally much greater than in photon problems.

For gamma radiation, this method may be tmfavorable, however,

as some photons may wander about in the medium for a long time

giving very small contributions to the scores. To some extent

this may be avoided by setting high cutoff values in energy and

weight (see below). The best alternative seems to be to combine

the pros and cons of both procedures, as was done in the present

work, and apply the weighting method above a certain energy and

straight-forward simulation below that energy. A suitable choice

of such an energy threshold is 0. 51 MeV whereby the handling of

the annihilation quanta is accelerated.

2. 4. Extension to multi-layei geometry

In the development of the theoretical basis for our Monte Carlo

procedure nothing has been said so far about the handling of physi-

cal inhomogeneities. This problem will now be considered. We

shall first discuss the case where 2(E,*o,z)> 0 in the whole phase

space. The only place where the inulti-layer effect enters is then

in the selection of a new collision point. The inter-collision dis-

tance is selected by a type of multi-stage sampling. One first se-

lects a track-length from a distribution of the type seen in eq. (13)

as if the problem were a homogenous one. Then one tests whether

this path intersects any boundary between different materials. If

so, the particle is tentatively stopped at the first point of inter-

section and a new track-length is sampled in the second medium.

By successive operations of this type the end-point of the path is

finally reached. The justification of this procedure is easily seen

from the transcription of eq. (13) for multi -layer geometry
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~{L,yi, +A_,x, + . .-fr/J x ) --S,x, -Ex., -S x
x) =2 e 1 l Z 2 n n . e

 ( L- c' Z Z T o n n (27

with x,, x ? , . . . x denoting the partial tracks in the different

media and 2 , £ . . . £ the corresponding total cross-sections.

The total probability density function is equal to the product of all

probabilities of transmission through those regions where no

collision occurs and the probability, pel* unit length, that the path

is terminated at x .
n

A.S to the alternative X<0, the transport routine of the Monte

Carlo scheme remains unchanged, a s .X* is then taken with its

absolute value due to the importance sampling procedure discus-

sed in 2.2.

The weighting factor e " " is rewritten as exp 1-2 22. ̂ 3 x"f '
1 3=1.

+ Ziucr, a straight-forward extension to the multi-region case.

The x-j indicate those partial tracks which lie in regions which

have£*<0.

2.5, Scoring

The variables that we intend to solve are the total dose rate

at the external surface of the shield, the separate contributions

to it from photons created in the various regions, and the rate of

energy deposition throughout the interior of the shield. The dose

rate is obtained very efficiently by the method of statistical esti-

mation, i. e. an estimate is made, after each collision, of the

contribution that the photon would make to the external dose rate

considering the probability that it were to escape uncoiiided. The

sum of these estimates is equal to the dose rate estimate Dv

obtained from the history, labelled y:

W{x A . (28)

i



where; "W. is equal to the photon weight after the i:th collision

of the y:th particLe started, counting also the collisions of the

latent particles produced in splitting and of the annihilation

quanta. A- represents the dose rate estimator

) \ k (29)

k j

where k is a region index, Z the coordinate of the dose point

(generally the external surface), and R(E) a dose response

function. The factor ~ drops off it the dose rate calculation is

based on the current estimate instead of on the flux estimate.

Talking an experimenter's language, this would mean that the

dose rate is measured by a thin and flat detector (peirallel to the

shield wail) instead of a small spherical one. The current esti-

mator is the more; efficient of the two, in the Monte Carlo sense,

as small values of «J introduce large variances when the flux

estimator is used. In the production version of the related Mer-

cury program the current estimator was applied for dose rates.

A new, very efficient flux or current scoring technique, indi-

cated by Kalos (10), deserves mention in this context. It is based

on the fact that it is possible to perform an analytical estimate of

the "once-more collided" contribution to the flux or current. This

implies that the new angle and energy after the "next'1 collision

have to be determined before scoring. In a one-dimensional, ho-

mogenous slab configuration the scoring function for flux would

have the form (neglecting the exponential transformation)

Z

J

(30)
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where the indices 1 and 2 label the "present" and "next"

collisions, respectively, and Z the coordinate of the external

surface. The uncollided contributions have to be added separa-

tely. In case of heterogenou? shields, separate values of E >

and o>_ have to be selected for .ach medium and a modified

estimator has to be calculated as a weighted average over "next"

collisions occurring in all regions. This "next-collision" esti-

mator was not used in the present work due to this complication

in its application to laminated media.

The energy deposition rate is obtained by recording, at each

collision, the energy loss of the photon and referring this to the

spatial region of the collision. The contribution at collision i of

history v amounts to

Q. = (E. W. Ik
-c(z. - Z

- E. , W. . )e v " • (31)
i l v i- lv ' v '

observing the requirements of the exponential transformation.

The index i-1 indicates values taken before the collision, the

index i means values at or after the collision, and Z is the
o

coordinate of the inner shield surface.

It might be remarked that dose rates may also be computed

from the energy deposition rate which, by definition, is equal

to the absorbed dose rate measured by an isotropic detector with

no secondary electron leakage.

2. 6. Termination of trajectories

The life history of a Monte Carlo particle may be ended in one

of the following ways: 1) natural death due to physical absorption,

2) escape through the external boundaries of the medium, 3) pas-

sage of ar. energy cut-off, and 4) loss in i> game of Russian Ron-
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lette or a similar statistical "trick". The first of these alterna-

tives has been discussed in chapter 2. 1. We shall now discuss

another terminal channel which belongs under the fourth heading,

i. e. limits the calculation time consumed in handling particles

which have ceased to be of importance for the results. A test is

performed at each collision to inquire whether the weight, mul-

tiplied by the appropriate value of R(E), has fallen below the value

<*A- , where cc is a preset parameter and A- the dose rate scoring

function (e. g. equation (2 9)), which is calculated anyway. If

the test is positive, a game of Russian RouJette is played to de-

termine the fate of the particle. A suitable value of oc is 0. 01

which was chosen in our case. The survival probability of the

R\}ssian Roulette was set to 10 percent which implies that, in

case of survival, the photon weight is multiplied by a factor of

10. This method of enforcing the death of "unimportant" partic-

les has the advantage of being statistically correct as compared

to the procedure of killing all particles of weight below a preset

limit, which is sometimes applied. It seems to be justified to use

the dose rate estimator as a comparison function in the terminal

criterion in our case as the dose rate converges slower than the

energy deposition rate.

3. The influence of varying the parameter c

It now remains to find out how the value of the parameter c

should be selected to obtain the highest calculation efficiency.

The straight-forward method of performing such an analysis is

to set up the variance as a function of c and minimize it analyti-

cally. As is readily understood, this problem is no easier to

solve than that for which the Monte Carlo scheme was prepared.

We shall show, however, that, in a strongly simplified case, it

is possible to get a very rough indication of how to optimise the

parameter cs at least partially. The idealized model will only

reflect the effect of varying the spatial shape of the source distri-
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bution. (As is shown in Appendix 1, it is possible to distinguish

between the transport and source transformations. )

Let us assume a spatial dependence of the source of the form
-kz

e , a total cross-section at the source energy equal to Z, and

a total shield thickness equaJ i > d. The number of histories to

be considered is N. P(z"') is tie dose rate estimate obtained from

one photon started ibotropicaii y at z. The number of photons

starting from dz at z in the unaltered game will be

. . , . . Ne'bdK Nke"kzdz , __ .
N(z)dz , ^ , — ( 3 2 )

/
-kz ,

e dz

and in the al tered game

,T - (k-c)z , , , , , v -(k~c)z
*,»/ \ i Ne x ' dz N(k -c )c v ; cT

f - ( k -c ) z ,
o

The weight given photons starting at z in the altered game is,

consequently, (of Appendix [)

(34)

The dose rate estimate obtained from photons starting at z is

E(z)dz - J^Hlfe (35)

and in the al tered game
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W(z) (=E(z)dz) (36)

The variance in the estimate in equation (35) is

D2(Z)dz = M ^ M f J ^ i L l Z i ^ l (37)

assuming a binomial probability distribution for the dose rate vari-

able {this means that we neglect the improvement in efficiency pro-

vided by the estimator of equation (29) and, instead, assume that

actual passages across the surface, at which the dose rate is calcu-

lated, are recorded). The variance of the dose rate estimate of the

altered game is

D * 2
( z ) d z = N» ( z )d, P(z) [!_- PQsfl .

N 2

We shall make a very approximate calculation of P(z) by integra-

ting the dose rate contributions (based on the current) from point

isotropic sources spread over the source plane at z = z to the

point z = d and assuming a linear buildup factor of the form 1+ £r

where r i s the distance between the source and dose points. We

obtain

P(z) = JrJE2[2(d - *)] + 2 ( d - z )E1[2(d - z)]} = \ e'Z(d ~ z> (39)

where E , and E ? a r e the exponential in tegra ls (11). We as sume

that P(z)<5Cl and rewr i t e equation (38)

{z)dz
N2-N*(z)

1 k 2 l - e " ( k " c ) d -Sd - (k+c -£ )z , lAn,
2N k - c ,, -kd,2 x '

(1 - e )
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The variance of the total dose rate estimate Is obtained by

integration of equation (40) from. 0 to d.

, , -(k-c)d , -(k+c-£)d

k - c ' k + c - Z

• (quantities independent of c) (41)

This expression has a minimum at c = y which is the optimal

value arrived at in this approximation. The conclusions that we

may draw from this study are, firstly, that the optimum of c

is independent of the spatial source distribution (represented by

the parameter k) and, secondly, that it should be higher than

-j, as the transformation in the transport routine should further

decrease the variance with decreasing values of 2 = 2 - we. As

the largest contributions to the dose rate scores, in general,

emanate from photons which have forward directions, the unfa-

vorable effect on-the variance of high weighting factors A
*u , z)

will be most pronounced for c «£(E1). The source energy is en-

countered by photons much mo~'e frequently than any other energy,

and therefore, c = source energy total cross-section should give,

on the average, the highest values of this weighting factor (it

should be observed that a photon generally encounters a rising

value of Z(E') at each consecutive collision).

These considerations provide a background for the results

shown in fig. 1, namely, the standard deviation of the transmitted

dose rate obtained in a series of test calculations. The (isotropic)
-kz

source was assumed to have a spatial distribution of the form e

with k ranging from oo to 0. The source energy was set to 7 MeV

and the medium was a 100 cm concrete slab (density 2. 35 g/cra ).

Two runs were also made with k= 0. 1 and shield thicknesses equal

to 200 and 500 cm, respectively. All the ideas discussed in chap-

ter 2 were included except for splitting. The separate runs were
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made with 2000 source photons taking approximately 45 minutes

of Mercury time each (about 1. 5 minutes on the IBM 7090).

The results are very systematic and in reasonable conformity

with what has been said above. It i s interesting to note that there

appears to be an approximate ymmetry around the point c ~ 72

which corresponds to the symmetry in the transformed total

c ross-section |Z*|= |2 - wv. . In the production version of the methoc

c was chosen to be 1. 25 -2 (rather than a value <Z ) to facilitate

that source photons are started from the outer regions of very thicl

shields. In the heterogenous case c is set equal to 1. 25 times the

source energy total cross-section of the material of greatest opti-

cal thickness.

In fig. 2 we show the minimum (with regard to c) estimated

relative error of the penetrating dose rate obtained in several

runs at 7 MeV source energy, k - 0. 1, and varying concrete

shield thicknesses at a constant computer time (45 minutes on

the Mercury). The results have a clearly linear dependence which

should be compared to the exponential shape, expected from an un-

biased Monte Carlo calculation (most of the dose rate contribution;

come from the innermost parts of the shield and the relative error

would then follow approximately the square root of the exponentiall

decreasing dose rate result).

4. Results of a practical application

The Ferranti Mercury program SALOME utilizing the ideas

discussed above, with the exception that splitting was not included

due to shortage of computer storage, has been applied to a shieldii

problem -where experimental results were available for compariso

The R2-0 swimming pool reactor was used to analyze the attenua-

tion characteristics of several types of shielding concrete (12). In

one experiment, gamma-ray dose rates -were measured through-

out a 210 cm thick magnetite concrete block and a SALOME calcu-
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lation was made, in which only photon sources above an energy of

5 MeV were considered, as these give the dominating contributions

to the penetrating gamma dose rates. The input gamma spectrum

was discreticized to two lines, at 6 and 8 MeV, respectively. The

neutron reaction rates determining the spatial dependence of the

source were taken from the output of a multigroup diffusion calcu-

lation (13). The value of the parameter c was selected internally

as discussed in the previous chapter.

The calculated results presented in fig. 3 are energy absorp-

tion rates in mrad/hour throughout the shield and the total dose

rate at the external surface of the shielding block in mr/hour,

obtained from the current estimate.

The agreement between theory and experiment is good except

near the core where the lower gamma energies (< 5 MeV) give essen-

tial contributions to the dose rate. 1700 and 600 photon histories

were run in the 8 and 6 MeV cases, respectively. The total compu-

ting time was about 75 minutes on the Ferranti Mercury, which

should correspond to about 3 minutes on the IBM 7090.
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Appendix I

Derivation of the exponential transformation from elementary

importance sampling

As discussed above, the exponential transformation has the

double effect of altering both the initial source distribution and

the mean free path of the particles. We shall now show that the

formalism may be derived from the principles of importance

sampling and indicate possibilities for further generalization

of the method along these lines.

Source particles may be discharged from the altered source

distribution S*(E,u>,z) if a weighting factor S(E,u», z )/S*(E,'c»,z ')

{= e °) according to equation (?) is carried along (z is the

sampled starting point). The initial probability density function

for path-lengths, x, is f(x) = 2e . Again, sampling may be

performed from the altered probability density function fH(x) =
—2* x f i~^c \ "5** —(JOCX

= £*e , provided that the weighting factor •'••£)• v {- -~»e )
i \yc) &

is carried along. Let us define ?.,. to be the change in z caused

by the i:th free flight of a certain particle and Z-. andZ. to be

the values of the variables 2 and 2* during this flight. When the

particle has reached to the point z it has accumulated a weight,

due to importance sampling in the source as well as transport

routines, which equals

But z + ) z. = z, and therefore the total weight factor equals

y
iĈ5~ , which is exactly the product of the transformation
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function of equation (2) and the factors due to the altered collision

kernel of equation (6).

From this derivation it may be concluded that the parameter

c may be chosen differently in the source game and in the trans-

port game. Moreover, it may be a function not only of E and w

as stated in chapter 2. 1. , but also of position provided it is

kept constant between two collisions. These observations give

indications of how the extension of the basic method to more comp-

lex geometries may be derived.
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